
 

Challenges to fast-tracking innovation 

Findings  
People 
Attitudes and behaviours were found to be the greatest barriers to fast-tracking innovation: 

 limited understanding of responsibilities and parameters for innovation  
 a risk-averse and process-driven culture which doesn’t appear to encourage innovation 
 inability to identify opportunities and unwillingness to look for them due to lack of perceived benefits 
 fear of failure and its consequences, such as a deteriorated reputation and reduced employment opportunities 
 low levels of diversity amongst personnel, which doesn’t provide ready access to a range of stakeholder groups.   

 

A general lack of understanding about innovation was evident: 

“What does innovation mean?” 

“Hard – what do we get out of it?” 

“Lack of expertise.” 

“Lack of permission for staff to bring new ideas in.” 

 
Risk aversion was frequently mentioned as a barrier to innovation, and more directly a fear of change: 

 “Risk-averse culture historically - not okay to fail” and “multiple stakeholders – media, investors.” 

   “Job security is threatened by new ways.” 

 

Communication was consistently raised. It was identified that employees don’t feel innovation is part of their role; they may be unaware of what 
innovation is and how it relates to them and their work, and they also don’t know what to do if they have a good idea. Several comments 
indicated innovation was something that ‘had been tried before’, and many ideas die without a clear process to progress them. 

 “Who is responsible?”  

 “No reward for innovation.” 

  “What do you do if you have a good idea. Who you gonna call?” 

 “Perception the public service ‘buys’ innovation.” 

 
Processes 
Limited access to centralised information appears to be an issue, along with under-utilisation of existing resources. Leaders found regulatory 
processes sometimes impede innovation, and are even used as an excuse not to try new approaches. 

“No single process to capture ideas” and “no memory of previous attempts and failures.”   

“May not be a process to do what’s needed.” 

“Lack of market scanning for latest innovations.” 

  “Processes and approvals are overly-regimented and slow down or kill good ideas.” 

 

Systems 
System challenges centre on the need to balance risk with innovation. It was found that there is a lack of examples, guidelines and leadership 
to clarify what innovation means to employees across the cluster. IT barriers to innovation were mentioned frequently, including a lack of 
reliable data, slow approval and procurement cycles and systems, and concerns about the number and complexity of disconnected 
systems. 

  “Budgeting cycle and provision of funds – building a case when no baseline exists.” 

  “Overarching view of systems – what’s the vision?” 

 

 A full list of challenges related to fast-tracking innovation is attached in Appendix 1.   



 

List of actions and next steps to fast-track innovation 
Over 60 suggestions were made to fast-track innovation, and are listed in Appendix 2. 

 

Clear themes emerged on the need to change attitudes about responsibility for innovation, re-imagining new attitudes to change, 
highlighting the benefits of curiosity, and building creativity and communication skills in our people. 

“Allow yourself to be disrupted!” 

“Re-define business as usual.” 

“Define innovation and what YOU can do.” 

“Define parameters and be realistic about what's open to innovation.” 

“Allow, encourage, nurture and reward innovation at all levels.” 

“Bureaucracy busting - don't stand behind 'we're government'.” 

 

There appears to be a strong need for an accessible and centralised software platform to capture and share ideas from across the cluster, 
especially front-line workers. This could also provide the basis of a review process to prioritise and resource trial of feasible innovations. A 
section to register problems and issues, for wider consideration, was also suggested. The ‘My Idea’ app was mentioned, as was a review of 
processes. 
The suggestions for a centralised software platform was matched with many requests for a centralised group of people such as an innovation 
hot house, incubator, shark tank or forum to review, assess, and prioritise good ideas.  

  “Develop, use and promote apps and technology.” 

  “Promote intranet pages which enable good ideas to be shared.” 

  “Use technology (app or crowdsourcing platform) to engage and empower frontline and middle management.” 

  “Single login to all Transport systems.” 

 

Funding and resourcing was requested, as was a suggestion to include the requirement for innovation in performance reviews and new 
recruits.  

“Allocate funding, and R&D resources to understand problems and pursue good ideas at Agency and TfNSW levels.” 

‘Draw innovative thinkers into the cluster.” 

   

Attitudes to risk were once again a strong theme: 

“Achieve and celebrate small steps and quick wins.” 

“Listen to ideas” and “leverage the creative power of teams.” 

“Protect staff from unnecessary public criticism.” 

“Reposition failure and encourage the idea it's ok” and “fail fast”. 

 

The benefits of an initial communications plan may provide quick wins.  

  “Communicate who you go to if you have a good idea.” 

  “Improve communications and communication skills around innovation.” 

  “Engage IT and Procurement early to listen, understand, and plan - get these basics right.” 

  “Promote creativity and build curiosity and a safe environment for ideas.” 

 
Leadership was a recurring theme:  

  “Identify, model, encourage, and communicate desired behaviours and the language for them.” 

  “Senior managers need to be visible and ask staff what they'd do if they had the senior manager's role?” 

 

Next steps – It’s over to you 
This summary gives you a range of ideas and examples of what you can do to fast-track innovation.  

 

 

 
 

  



 

Appendix 1: List of challenges to fast-tracking innovation 
 

People Processes 

behaviour - defensive culture doesn't encourage innovation approvals and delegation processes stifle innovation 

behaviour - fear of failure, losing job, reputational harm funding cycle is 2-10 years and rigid (TAM) 

behaviour - focus on process not relationship or outcome IT and Procurement not active innovators 

behaviour - not questioning and curious lack of market scanning for latest innovations 

behaviour - perception of lack of freedom multiple stakeholders - media, investors 

behaviour - risk and change-averse no memory of previous attempts/failures 

behaviour - rule-based box-ticking culture  no repository for issues and problems  

benefits of innovation not apparent - personal and for org no reward for innovation 

communication – unclear about who is responsible no single process to capture ideas 

inability to identify opportunities perception the public service 'buys' innovation 

lack of diversity - Anglo males dominate management process may not always provide the solution 

new ideas have no value - low investment in ideas and no 
recognition or reward for them 

processes and approvals are overly-regimented and slow down 
or kill good ideas 

low public sector reputation for innovation regulations provide a barrier to hide behind 

repercussions to headcount (and cost)  too many briefing notes 

resourcing and FTE under-utilisation of existing resources 

risk and delegations - poor understanding of appropriate levels  

  

Systems 

balance between risk and innovation 

building a case without budget/resource baseline 

insufficient knowledge of supports for innovation 

IT barriers 

lack of knowledge about how to innovate with industry 

legislation 

no clarification of our role in innovation 

no good data as not centralised technologically 

no overarching rationale or vision for systems 

no platform for ideas or any defined way to commence 

outdated technology  

slow (very) approval systems 

slow procurement cycle and supporting documents 

Too many  complex and disconnected systems 



 

1 Actions to fast-track innovation 
 

Actions suggested in the Leader Alliance workshop October 2016 

 

1. accountability to see innovative ideas through 

2. achieve and celebrate small steps and quick wins 

3. agile innovation 

4. allocate funding, and R&D resources to understand problems and pursue good ideas at Agency and TfNSW levels 

5. bureaucracy busting - don't stand behind 'we're government' 

6. celebrate success 

7. communicate role and availability of smart innovation centre 

8. communicate who you go to if you have a good idea 

9. communication - improve communications and communication skills around innovation  

10. communication - who is responsible, what do you do if you have a good idea, who you gonna call? 

11. consolidate systems ie Sharepoint, card access 

12. continuous improvement - foster this culture 

13. copy existing innovative approaches where relevant 

14. define innovation and what YOU can do 

15. define parameters and be realistic about what's open to innovation 

16. develop, use and promote apps and technology 

17. disruption - allow yourself to be disrupted 

18. each Agency and delivery office to nominate an Innovation Lead 

19. engage IT and Procurement early to listen, understand, and plan - get these basics right 

20. failure - change innovation narrative so 'failure' is synonymous with 'testing' or  'failing fast'  

21. failure - reposition failure and encourage idea it's ok  

22. failures - share them as what doesn’t work in one setting or agency may work in another 

23. forums - get people with different skills together ('innovation hub')  

24. have idea champions 

25. include innovation in PDRs and PD with say 10% of time working outside defined role/KPIs; also helps with collaboration  

26. innovation hot house/incubator/shark tank to assess good ideas, with periodic reviews 

27. innovation is not only technology 

28. innovation pipeline – use targeted approach to viable ideas and projects 

29. innovation schemes, programs, funding, champions, communications, messaging, and prioritised index/pipeline 

30. leadership - identify, model, encourage, and communicate desired behaviours and the language for them 

31. leadership about risk tolerance - financial and political 

32. leverage the creative power of teams 

33. listen to ideas 

34. listen to people outside TfNSW 

35. mandate percentage of system methodology changes each year to drive innovation    

36. mindset - allow, encourage, nurture and reward innovation at all levels  

37. mind-set - shift perception from innovation partners to in-house, as external innovation not most cost-effective 

38. pilot innovative solutions to gauge reach and scale 

39. processes - consider six sigma review of processes 

40. project teams to explore innovation (cross cluster) 

41. promote creativity and build curiosity and a safe environment for ideas 

42. promote intranet pages which enable good ideas to be shared 

43. protect staff from unnecessary public criticism  



 

Actions suggested in the Leader Alliance workshop October 2016 

44. recruitment - draw innovative thinkers into the cluster 

45. re-define 'business as usual' 

46. repository for good ideas which others can use 

47. repository for issues/problems which anyone can make suggestions for. Define problems robustly.  

48. repository review - idea generation sessions by innovation hub/hothouse, with deadlines. 

49. repository to highlight what other orgs/countries do 

50. reward innovation and attempts at innovation 

51. risk - different innovation processes for different levels of risk, and fast-track processes with lower risk 

52. robust definition of problems and issues will enable better solutions 

53. roll out the My Idea app across the cluster, and/or use 'crowdsourcing' platform 

54. senior managers need to be visible and ask staff what they'd do if they had the senior manager's role? 

55. systems - single login to all Transport systems 

56. systems - stabilise current systems and let new ones settle in 

57. training - six sigma training with focus on problem processes 

58. use technology (app or crowdsourcing platform) to engage and empower frontline and middle management 

59. WIP meetings to share information 

60. work with industry on new ways of doing things 
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